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Abstract
Sirius is a 3 GeV 4th generation synchrotron light source currently under

comissioning at the Brazilian Center for Research in Energy and Materials in

Campinas, Brazil. A passive third harmonic superconductive cavity is planned to

be installed in the storage ring in order to lengthen the bunches and increase beam

lifetime by reducing Touschek scattering while keeping its high brightness.

INTRODUCTION

New generation synchrotron light sources require low-emittance storage rings in

order to increase radiation brightness, which reduces beam lifetime due to

Touschek scattering. A common approach to increase beam lifetime without

affecting the brightness is to include a higher harmonic cavity (HHC) in the system

in order to lengthen the bunches and reduce the longitudinal bunch density. For

Sirius, which has a natural emittance of 0.250 nm-rad and a fundamental RF

frequency of 500 MHz, a 1.5 GHz passive third harmonic superconductive cavity

is planned to be installed and a beam lifetime increase around 4.5 times the current

value is expected. As a result of passive operation, voltages across the cavity are

due only to beam loading, meaning that the induced fields depend on the bunch

distribution, which depends on the cavity fields; this self dependence requires an

iterative process to find steady state bunch distribution.

RESULTS

Taking into account the main parameters of Sirius, the optimal values for an

ideal third harmonic cavity were obtained along with the corresponding bunch

length, synchrotron frequency, energy acceptance and lifetime increase ratio.

Results are summarized in Table 1, showing a bunch lengthening of about 5 times

the current operating value of 8.16 ps and a beam lifetime increase of 4.833. The

gain K = 0.3171 corresponds to a harmonic voltage of 951.40 kV, which is about

one third of the fundamental RF voltage of 3 MV.

Figure 1a shows the results when an optimal HHC is present in the system,

where it can be seen that the resulting voltage has a quasi zero slope about the

synchronous particle, leading to a flat potential well. The potential well profiles

with and without harmonic cavity are shown in Fig. 1b together with the

corresponding bunch distribution profiles. The energy acceptance is calculated

considering the largest energy that still keeps particles oscillating about the

synchronous position and allows to obtain the separatrix, the curve in the phase

plane that separates the stable and the unstable regions, which is shown in Fig. 1c.

The shunt impedances and unloaded quality factors of the 1.5 GHz harmonic

cavities from TPS, SLS/ELETTRA and NSLS-II are shown in Table 2 and were

used as a starting point for possible future cavity design at Sirius. The potential

well about the synchronous particle and the final bunch distribution profiles for

each of the cases are shown in Fig. 2a and Fig. 2b, respectively, together with the

results for the optimal case for comparison.

Table 3 summarizes the results obtained from the simulations carried on with

MATLAB. When compared to the optimal bunch lengthening, all cavities provide

a smaller lengthening and, consequently, a smaller lifetime increase. On average,

the lengthening observed is about 4.74 times the original bunch length, which

strongly agrees with the average lifetime increase ratio of about 4.66. Once the

final bunch distribution was obtained, the required generator input power was

estimated to verify compliance with the available power from the main cavities.

CONCLUSION

A superconductive third harmonic cavity is planned to be installed at Sirius

synchrotron light source in order to provide beam lifetime increase through

longitudinal bunch lengthening and it has been shown that operation with known

harmonic cavities would increase beam lifetime by about 4.66 times while

preserving the high brightness. Due to the smaller detune in optimal lengthening

conditions, a compromise between lifetime increase and stability margin must be

reached. Studies regarding a non-uniform fill pattern of the bunches are currently

being carried on in order to take ion clearing gaps into account.

Parameter Symbol Value

Synchronous phase 𝜙𝑠 160.94º

Harmonic phase 𝜙ℎ -83.43º

Harmonic gain 𝐾 0.3171

Bunch length 𝜎𝜏 39.33 ps

Synchrotron frequency 𝑓𝑠 ~0

Energy acceptance 𝜖𝑎 5.03%

Cavity 𝑅𝑠ℎℎ[Ω] 𝑄0ℎ
TPS 96.85 × 108 1 × 108

SLS/ELETTRA 176.8 × 108 2 × 108

NSLS-II 228.8 × 108 2.6 × 108

Parameter Symbol TPS SLS/ELETTRA NSLS-II

Synchronous phase 𝜙𝑠[°] 167.095 167.096 167.097

Harmonic phase 𝜙ℎ[°] -102.197 -102.201 -102.202

Bunch length 𝜎𝜏[𝑝𝑠] 38.6886 38.6878 38.3875

Synchrotron frequency 𝑓𝑠[𝐻𝑧] 583.267 583.383 583.414

Energy acceptance 𝜖𝑎[%] 5.0277 5.0277 5.0277

Lifetime increase ratio 𝑅[−] 4.6614 4.6612 4.6615

Detune angle 𝜓[°] 69.4083 69.4084 69.4085

Resonant frequency 𝑓0[𝑀𝐻𝑧] 499.66 499.66 499.66

Detune Δ𝑓[𝑘𝐻𝑧] -4.2092 -4.2092 -4.2092

Detune angle (3H) 𝜓ℎ[°] -89.9914 -89.9953 -89.9964

Resonant frequency (3H) 𝑓0ℎ[𝑀𝐻𝑧] 1499.04 1499.04 1499.04

Detune (3H) Δ𝑓ℎ[𝑘𝐻𝑧] +49.952 +45.594 +45.388

Input power 𝑃𝐺[𝑘𝑊] 308.17 308.15 308.15

Table 1 – Optimal HHC Results

Figure 1 – a) Voltage for optimal HHC; b) Potential and bunch distribution profiles 

for optimal HHC; and c) Separatrix for optimal HHC.
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Table 2 – 1.5 GHz Harmonic Cavity Parameters

Figure 2 – a) Potential well for several HHCs; and b) Bunch distribution for 

several HHCs.

Table 3 – Results for Several HHCs
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